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Abstract—Millimeter-wave (mmWave) communication is con-
sidered as an indispensable technique for the next-generation
backhaul/fronthaul network thanks to its large transmission
bandwidth. Especially for heterogeneous network (HetNet), the
mmWave full-dimension (FD)-MIMO is exploited to establish
the backhaul/fronthaul link between phantom-cell base stations
(BSs) and macro-cell BSs, where an efficient precoding is
prerequisite. Against this background, this paper proposes a
principle component analysis (PCA)-based hybrid precoding for
wideband mmWave MIMO backhaul/fronthaul channels. We
first propose an optimal hybrid precoder by exploiting principal
component analysis (PCA), whereby the optimal high dimen-
sional frequency-selective precoder are projected to the low-
dimensional frequency-flat precoder. Moreover, the combiner is
designed by leveraging the weighted PCA, where the covariance
of received signal is taken into account as weight to the optimal
minimum mean square error (MMSE) fully-digital combiner
for further improved performance. Simulations have confirmed
that the proposed scheme outperforms conventional schemes in
spectral efficiency (SE) and bit-error-rate (BER) performance.

Index Terms—Backhaul/fronthaul, hybrid precoding, wide-
band FD-MIMO, millimeter wave, principle component analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

International telecommunications union (ITU) has reached

the consensus that the next-generation mobile communications

will realize the goals of 1000-fold system capacity, 100-

fold energy efficiency, and 10-fold lower latency [1], [2].

To fullfill this explosive demand of capacity, millimeter-

wave (mmWave) communication with the large transmission

bandwidth is usually considered to support the high-capacity

backhaul/fronthaul links between phantom-cell base stations

(BSs) and macro-cell BSs [3]. A typical heterogeneous net-

work (HetNet) can be illustrated in Fig. 1 [4]. However,

mmWave communication usually suffers from the severe path

loss. Traditional fully-digital precoding with massive antennas

can be used to mitigate the severe path loss, but at the

cost of high power consumption and hardware cost [5]–[8].

To combat this issue, hybrid MIMO architecture with the

much lower number of radio frequency (RF) chains than

that of antennas are employed with reasonable cost and

power consumption [9]–[12]. Owing to the frequency flat RF

precoder/combiner with constant-modulus constraint but the

practical frequency selective fading mmWave channels, hybrid

analog/digital precoding design can be challenging.
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Fig. 1. MmWave FD-MIMO based backhaul/fronthaul in HetNet.

Most prior mmWave hybrid precoding techniques are based

on narrowband mmWave channels [13], [14]. Specifically, a

compressive sensing (CS)-based hybrid precoding has been

proposed in [13], where the channel sparsity is ingeniously

exploited to design hybrid precoding with the aid of or-

thogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm. To improve bit-

error-rate (BER), an over-sampling codebook-based hybrid

minimum sum-mean-square-error precoding is designed [14].

However in practical scenario, wideband scenario like OFDM

is adopted more often [15]–[17]. To be specific, an insightful

wideband hybrid precoder based on limited-feedback code-

book has been proposed [15]. By exploiting the channel cor-

relation information among different subcarriers, a wideband

hybrid precoding is proposed not only for fully-connected

structure, but also extended to the partially-connected ones

[16]. Nevertheless, [15] fails to give the specific hybrid com-

biner at the receiver, and [16] assumes the unpractical fully-

digital MIMO at the receiver. Finally, [17] has theoretically

shown the optimality of frequency flat precoding by proving

that dominant subspaces of the frequency domain channel

matrices of different subcarriers are equivalent. However, this

conclusion is based on purely sparse channels with discrete

angles of arrival (AoA) and angles of departure (AoD), and

the practical precoder/combiner solution is not provided.

In this paper, we propose a principle component analy-

sis (PCA) based wideband hybrid precoding scheme, which

can efficiently support the mmWave FD-MIMO based back-

haul/fronthaul links. To be specific, we propose the opti-

mal PCA-based analog precoder scheme, where the low-

dimensional signal space of frequency-flat RF precoder can be

abstracted from the high-dimensional signal space of optimal
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frequency-selective precoders. Besides, the optimality of the

proposed PCA-based hybrid precoding design is theoretically

proven and verified. Moreover, we propose corresponding

optimal weighted-PCA-based analog combiner design by ex-

tracting from fully-digital MMSE combiners. Furthermore,

with the use of MMSE and equalization at digital combiner,

the BER performance is improved. Simulation results show

that our proposed precoding scheme have better spectral

efficiency (SE) and BER performance compared to the con-

ventional scheme.

Notations: Following notations are used throughout this

paper. A is a matrix, a is a vector, and a is a scalar. Conjugate

transpose and transpose of A are AH and AT , respectively.

The (i, j)th entry of A is [A]i,j , and [A]i,: ([A]:,j) denotes

the ith row (jth column) of A. Frobenius norm is denoted

by || · ||F . |A|, |a|, and |a| are the determinant of a square

matrix A, ℓ2-norm of a vector a, and modulus of a number

a, respectively. The ith largest singular value of a matrix A is

defined as λi(A). Finally, R{A} means to keep the real part

of a complex matrix A. Additionally, blkdiag(a1, · · · , aK) is

a block diagonal matrix with ai (1 ≤ i ≤ K) on its diagonal

blocks.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an mmWave FD-MIMO system where both

the transmitter and receiver employ the uniform planar array

(UPA), and OFDM is adopted to combat the frequency-

selective fading in backhaul/fronthaul channels. The transmit-

ter is equipped with Nt = Nv
t ×Nh

t antennas and NRF
t ≪ Nt

chains, where Nv
t and Nh

t are the numbers of vertical and

horizontal transmit antennas, respectively. The receiver is

equipped with Nr = Nv
r × Nh

r antennas and NRF
r ≪ Nr

RF chains, where Nv
r and Nh

r are the numbers of vertical

and horizontal receive antennas, respectively. Additionally,

there are Ns streams transmitting in the system. We consider

the downlink transmission and the received symbols at the

receiver can be written as [13]

r[k] = (WRFWBB[k])
H(H[k]FRFFBB[k]x[k] + n[k]), (1)

where 1 ≤ k ≤ K with K being the number of subcar-

riers, FBB[k] ∈ CNRF
t ×Ns , FRF ∈ CNt×NRF

t , WBB[k] ∈
CNRF

r ×Ns , WRF ∈ CNr×NRF
r , H[k] ∈ CNr×Nt , x[k] ∈

C
Ns×1, and n[k] ∈ C

Nr×1 are the digital precoder, analog

precoder, digital combiner, analog combiner, channel matrix,

transmitted signal, and noise associated with the kth subcar-

rier, respectively. Noise n[k] satisfies n[k] ∼ CN (0, σ2
n) and

transmitted signal x[k] satisfies E[x[k]xH [k]] = P
KNs

, where

P is the average total transmit power.

The frequency-domain channel H[k] can be expressed as

H[k] =
∑D−1

d=0 Hd[d]e
−j 2πk

K
d [15], where D is the maximum

delay spread of the discretized channels, and Hd[d] ∈ CNr×Nt

is the delay-d channel matrix. We consider the clustered

channel model [13], where the channel is composed by Ncl

clusters of multipaths with Nray rays in each cluster. Thus the

delay-d channel matrix can be written as

Hd[d]=
∑Ncl

i=1

∑Nray

l=1
pdi,l[d]ar(φ

r
i,l, θ

r
i,l)a

H
t (φt

i,l, θ
t
i,l), (2)

where pdi,l[d] =
√
NtNr/(NclNray)αi,lp(dTs − τi,l) is

the delay-domain channel coefficient, τi,l, αi,l, and p(τ)
are the delay, the complex path gain, and the pulse

shaping filter for Ts-spaced signaling, respectively. Thus

the relationship between the frequency-domain channel

coefficiency and the delay-domain channel coefficiency

is pi,l[k] =
∑D−1

d=0 pi,l[d] exp(−j2πkd/K). In (2),

at(φ
t
i,l, θ

t
i,l) and ar(φ

r
i,l, θ

r
i,l) are the steering vectors

of the lth path in the ith cluster at the transmitter and

receiver, respectively. In the steering vectors, φt
i,l and θti,l

are the azimuth and elevation angles of the lth ray in the

ith cluster for AoDs, and φr
i,l and θri,l are the azimuth

and elevation angles of the lth ray in the ith cluster for

AoAs. Therefore, the transmit steering vectors for the

UPA at the transmitter can be expressed as at(φ
t
i,l, θ

t
i,l) =

[1 · · · e−j2π(m
dh
λ

sin(θt
i,l) cos(φ

t
i,l)+n dv

λ
sin(φt

i,l)) · · ·
e−j2π((Nh

t −1)
dh
λ

sin(θt
i,l) cos(φ

t
i,l)+(Nv

t −1) dv
λ

sin(φt
i,l))]T /

√
Nt

[13], where λ is the carrier wavelength, and dv and dh are

the distances between adjacent antenna elements in vertical

and horizontal direction, respectively. Similarly, we can also

obtain ar(φ
r
i,l, θ

r
i,l) with the same form.

Assuming the Gaussian channels, the achieved SE can be

expressed as [15]

R = 1
K

∑K

k=1
log2 |I+ ρ

Ns
R−1

n [k]WH
BB[k]W

H
RFH[k]

× FRFFBB[k]F
H
BB[k]F

H
RFH

H [k]WRFWBB[k]|,
(3)

where Rn[k] = σ2
nW

H
BB[k]W

H
RFWRFWBB[k] and ρ = P

Kσ2
n

is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It is worthy to point out that

our work is different from the previous work [16] with the

hybrid precoder considered at the transmitter but fully-digital

combiner assumed at the receiver. In this paper, we consider

the hybrid MIMO architecture at both the transmitter and re-

ceiver. Our goal is to design the hybrid precoder and combiner

that maximizes the SE. However, it requires to jointly optimize

R over variables (FRF,{FBB[k]}Kk=1,WRF,{WBB[k]}Kk=1)

simultaneously, which is challenging. In the following sec-

tions, we will decouple the design of precoder and combiner

to solve this intractable problem.

III. HYBRID PRECODER DESIGN AT TRANSMITTER

In this section, we discuss the design of the hybrid

precoder/combiner for wideband mmWave MIMO back-

haul/fronthaul channels. Our goal is to design the optimal

frequency-flat RF precoder (combiner) from the optimal fully-

digital precoder (combiner) for frequency-selective channels.

A. Digital Precoder Design

We first design the digital precoder by fixing the RF

precoder. Specifically, we design the precoder to maximize

the mutual information of the signalling as the following

optimization problem

max
FRF,FBB

∑K

k=1
log2|I+ 1

σ2
n
H[k]FRFFBB[k]F

H
BB[k]F

H
RFH

H[k]|

s.t. FRF ∈ FRF,
∑K

k=1
||FRFFBB[k]||2F = KNs,

(4)



where FRF is a set of feasible RF precoder satisfying

constant-modulus constraint. The joint optimization of FRF

and {FBB[k]}Kk=1 in (4) can still be difficult due to the

coupling between the baseband and RF precoders [15]. There-

fore, we consider F̃BB[k] = (FH
RFFRF)

1
2FBB[k] to be the

equivalent baseband precoder, and the optimization problem

(4) is equivalent to

max
FRF,F̃BB

∑K

k=1
log2 |I+ 1

σ2
n
H[k]FRF(F

H
RFFRF)

− 1
2

× F̃BB[k]F̃
H
BB[k](F

H
RFFRF)

− 1
2FH

RFH
H [k]|

s.t. FRF ∈ FRF,
∑K

k=1
||F̃BB[k]||2F = KNs.

(5)

For the optimization problem (5), we first consider the op-

timal solution of {F̃BB[k]}Kk=1. Specifically, consider the sin-

gular value decomposition (SVD) of H[k] associated with the

kth subcarrier as H[k] = U[k]Σ[k]VH [k], and the SVD of the

matrix Σ[k]VH [k]FRF(F
H
RFFRF)

−1/2 = Ũ[k]Σ̃[k]ṼH [k].

Therefore, the optimal F̃BB[k] = [Ṽ[k]]:,1:Ns
Λ[k], and thus

the optimal baseband precoder FBB[k] can be expressed as

FBB[k] =(FH
RFFRF)

− 1
2 F̃BB[k]

=(FH
RFFRF)

− 1
2 [Ṽ[k]]:,1:Ns

Λ[k],
(6)

where Λ[k] = (µ − Ns/[Σ̃[k]]2i,i)
+ (1 ≤ i ≤ Ns, 1 ≤ k ≤

K) is a water-filling solution matrix, in which µ satisfies∑K
k=1

∑Ns

i=1(µ −Ns/[Σ̃[k]]2i,i)
+ = KNs. Then the problem

reduces to obtain the optimal solution of FRF to (5).

B. PCA-Based RF Precoder Design

Previous work [17] has shown that the frequency domain

MIMO channel matrices {H[k]}Kk=1 have the same column

space and row space. Meanwhile, the frequency-flat RF pre-

coder FRF remains unchanged for all subcarriers. So the

RF precoder can be regarded as a representation of such a

column space. This observation motivates us to design the

RF precoder by leveraging the PCA [18]. Specifically, we

first define the optimal digital precoder Fopt[k] = [V[k]]:,1:Ns

for 1 ≤ k ≤ K . Moreover, we regard the matrix F =[
Fopt[1] Fopt[2] · · · Fopt[K]

]
consisting of the optimal pre-

coders of all subcarriers as the data set in the PCA problem.

Additionally, to achieve the stable solution with low complex-

ity for PCA, SVD is applied to the data set matrix F [18].

This process is detailed in Proposition 1, where its optimality

is also verified as follows.

Proposition 1. Considering F =[
Fopt[1] Fopt[2] · · · Fopt[K]

]
and its SVD F = UFΣFV

H
F ,

the solution to (5) can be expressed as FRF = [UF ]:,1:NRF
t

Rt,

where Rt ∈ C
NRF

t ×NRF
t is an arbitrary full rank matrix.

Proof. Following the similar steps of the equations (12)-(14)

in [13] and defining [Σ[k]]1:Ns,1:Ns
= Σ1[k], the objective

function of the optimization problem in (4) can be approxi-

mately written as∑K

k=1
log2 |I+ 1

σ2
n
H[k]FRFFBB[k]F

H
BB[k]F

H
RFH

H [k]|

≈
∑K

k=1
(log2|INs

+ 1
σ2
n
Σ2

1[k]|−(Ns−||FH
opt[k]FRFFBB[k]||2F )).

(7)

Therefore, the optimization problem (4) is equivalent to the

following optimization problem

max
FRF,FBB

∑K

k=1
||FH

opt[k]FRFFBB[k]||2F

s.t. FRF ∈ FRF,
∑K

k=1
||FRFFBB[k]||2F = KNs,

(8)

where FRF is a set of feasible RF precoder satisfying

constant-modulus constraint. The objective function in (8) can

be written as∑K

k=1
||FH

opt[k]FRFFBB[k]||2F =
∑K

k=1
Tr(FH

opt[k]FRF(F
H
RFFRF)

−1
2

× (F̃BB[k]F̃
H
BB[k])(F

H
RFFRF)

− 1
2FH

RFFopt[k]).
(9)

According to previous work [19], unitary constraints offer

a close performance to the total power constraint while

providing a relatively simple form of solution. To simplify

the problem, we consider condition under unitary power

constraints instead. Therefore, water-filling power alloca-

tion coefficients can be ignored. In detail, the equivalent

baseband precoder F̃BB[k] = [Ṽ[k]]:,1:Ns
, which means

that F̃BB[k] is a unitary or simi-unitary matrix depending

on the relationship between Ns and NRF
t . When Ns =

NRF
t , F̃BB[k]F̃

H
BB[k] is INs

. When Ns < NRF
t , denot-

ing the SVD of F̃BB[k] = UBB[k]
[
INs

0
]T

VH
BB[k], thus

F̃BB[k]F̃
H
BB[k] = UBB[k]blkdiag(INs

,0NRF
t −Ns

)UH
BB[k].

Therefore, the solution to the condition when Ns = NRF
t will

also suffice the condition when Ns < NRF
t . Therefore, the (4)

goes down to
∑K

k=1 ||FH
opt[k]FRF(F

H
RFFRF)

− 1
2 ||2F . Consid-

ering SVD of FRF = URFΣRFV
H
RF, previous function can

be written as
K∑

k=1

||FH
opt[k]FRF(F

H
RFFRF)

− 1
2 ||2F =

K∑

k=1

||FH
opt[k]URF||2F

=Tr(

K∑

k=1

UH
RFFopt[k]F

H
opt[k]URF)

=Tr(
[
UH

RFFopt[1] · · · UH
RFFopt[K]

]



FH
opt[1]URF

...

FH
opt[K]URF


)

=Tr(UH
RFFF

HURF) = Tr(UH
RFUFΣ

2
FU

H
F URF).

(10)

Since both URF and UF are unitary matrix, (10) reaches the

maximum only when URF = UF . Moreover, the rank of FRF

is NRF
t . So, it is safe to say that URF = [UF ]:,1:NRF

t
UR.

Hence the optimal RF precoder can be expressed as

FRF = [UF ]:,1:NRF
t

URΣRFV
H
RF = UFRt, (11)

where Rt = URΣRFV
H
RF ∈ CNRF

t ×NRF
t is an arbitrary full

rank matrix.

According to Proposition 1, we can obtain the principal

components constituting the optimal RF precoder using PCA.

Moreover, we will design the full-rank matrix Rt to meet the

requirement of constant-modulus constraint for RF precoder.

Specifically, by taking the constant-modulus constraint of RF

precoder into account, we can design the RF precoder by



solving

FRF = arg min
|[X]i,j |=1/

√
Nt

||X− [UF ]:,1:NRF
t

||2F . (12)

With the constant-modulus constrains, the set of possible

FRF is actually a hypersphere in the space of CNt×NRF
t ,

and [Uf ]:,1:NRF
t

is a known point in the space of CNt×NRF
t .

Therefore, the optimization problem in (12) is actually a

distance minimization problem. Naturally, the solution is the

point on this hypersphere sharing same direction of the know

point. In other words, the solution is given by [FRF]i,j =
1/

√
Nte

j∠([Uf ]i,j), and ∠(α) denotes the phase of a complex

number α.The specific RF precoder design is summarized in

Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 PCA-based RF Precoder Design.

Input: Optimal precoder Fopt, number of RF chains NRF
t

number of antennas Nt.

Output: RF precoder FRF.

1: F =
[
Fopt[1] Fopt[2] · · · Fopt[K]

]

2: Apply SVD to F, i.e., F = UFΣFV
H
F , where UF

corresponds to the principal components

3: [FRF]i,j =
1√
Nt

ej∠([UF ]i,j)

When the quantization of phase shifters is considered, we

assume the quantization bits are Q. Therefore, the phase

shifters can only be chosen from the following quantized

phase set Q = {0, 2π
2Q

, · · · , 2π(2Q−1)
2Q

}. Specifically, after

obtaining the RF precoder FRF, the quantization process can

be realized by searching for the minimum Euclidean distance

between ∠([FRF]i,j) and quantized phase from Q.

IV. HYBRID COMBINER DESIGN AT RECEIVER

In this section, we assume that FRF and {FBB[k]}Kk=1 are

fixed and seek to design the hybrid combiner to minimize

the mean-square-error (MSE) between the received signal and

the transmitted signal [13]. Specifically, the optimal fully-

digital minimum mean square error (MMSE) combiner can

be expressed as

WH
opt[k]=W

H
MMSE[k]=

√
ρ

Ns
FH

BB[k]F
H
RFH

H [k]( ρ
Ns

H[k]FRF

× FBB[k]F
H
BB[k]F

H
RFH

H [k] + σ2
nINr

)−1,
(13)

for 1 ≤ k ≤ K . Denoting the signal at the receiving antenna

as y ∈ CNr×1, the combiner design MSE problem is

min
WRF,WBB

∑K

k=1
E[||x[k] −WH

BB[k]W
H
RFy[k]||22]

s.t. WRF ∈ WRF,
(14)

where WRF is a set of feasible RF precoder satisfy-

ing constant-modulus constraint. Note that if the constant-

modulus constraint in (14) is removed, the solution to (14)

is the optimal fully-digital MMSE combiner in (13). On the

other hand, we observe that the objective function in (14) can

be further expressed as∑K

k=1
E[||x[k]−WH

BB[k]W
H
RFy[k]||22]

=

K∑

k=1

Tr(E[x[k]xH[k]])−2

K∑

k=1

R{Tr(E[x[k]yH[k]]WRFWBB[k])}

+ Tr(WH
BB[k]W

H
RFE[y[k]y

H [k]]WRFWBB[k]).
(15)

Since the optimization variables in (14) are WRF and

{WBB[k]}Kk=1, any term independent with WRF and

{WBB[k]}Kk=1 will not influence the outcome. Thus we add

the independent term
∑K

k=1 Tr(WH
opt[k]E[y[k]y

H [k]]

×Wopt[k])−
∑K

k=1 Tr(E[x[k]xH [k]]) to the objective func-

tion (15). So the objective function in (14) can be rewritten

as∑K

k=1
||E[y[k]yH [k]]

1
2 (Wopt[k]−WRFWBB[k])||2F (16)

where E[y[k]yH [k]] = (ρ/Ns)H[k]FRFFBB[k]F
H
BB[k] ·

FH
RFH

H [k] + σ2
nINr

and WRF is the constant-modulus con-

straint. Similar to the precoder design, we derive the structure

of the optimal RF combiners that solves (16).

Proposition 2. Considering W =[
E[y[1]y[1]H ]1/2Wopt[1] · · · E[y[K]y[K]H ]1/2Wopt[K]

]

and its SVD W = UWΣWVH
W , the solution to (16) can be

written as WRF = [UW ]:,1:NRF
r

Rr, where Rr ∈ CNRF
r ×NRF

r

is an arbitrary full rank matrix.

Proof. Consider least square (LS) estima-

tion for baseband combiner WBB[k] =
(WH

RFE[y[k]y
H [k]]WRF)

−1WH
RFE[y[k]y

H [k]]Wopt[k]
(k = 1, · · · ,K). Substituting LS estimation for baseband

combiner in the objective function of (16), we have
K∑

k=1

||E[y[k]yH [k]]
1
2 (Wopt[k]−WRFWBB[k])||2F

=

K∑

k=1

||E[y[k]yH [k]]
1
2Wopt[k]− E[y[k]yH [k]]

1
2WRF(W

H
RF

× E[y[k]yH [k]]WRF)
−1WH

RFE[y[k]y
H [k]]Wopt[k])||2F .

(17)

Let A[k] = E[y[k]yH [k]]
1
2Wopt[k] and B[k] =

E[y[k]yH [k]]
1
2WRF. The above equation can be further sim-

plified as
K∑

k=1

(Tr(AH[k]A[k])−Tr(AH[k]B[k](BH[k]B[k])−1BH[k]A[k])).

(18)

So the minimization problem can be transformed into follow-

ing maximization problem

max
WRF,WBB[k]

K∑

k=1

Tr(AH [k]B[k](BH [k]B[k])−1BH [k]A[k]).

(19)

Assuming the SVD of B[k] = UB [k]ΣB[k]V
H
B [k],

the objective function of the maximization problem (19)

can be written as
∑K

k=1 ||UH
B [k]A[k]||2F . Since B[k] =

E[y[k]yH [k]]
1
2WRF, we can safe to say that there is a matrix

RB[k] ∈ CNRF
r ×NRF

r satisfying UB[k] = RB[k]UW . So the



problem can be transformed into
∑K

k=1 ||UH
WRH

B [k]A[k]||2F .

Note that function above is similar to the objective function

of maximization problem (8), thus WRF = [UV ]:,1:NRF
r

Rv,

where
V =[RH

B [1]A[1] · · · RH
B [K]A[K]]

=blkdiag(RH
B [1], · · · ,RH

B [K])W.
(20)

Therefore, matrix UR satisfies [UV ]:,1:NRF
r

=
[UW ]:,1:NRF

r
UR. So the solution to the problem (19)

is
WRF = [UV ]:,1:NRF

r
Rv

=[UW ]:,1:NRF
r

URRv = [UW ]:,1:NRF
r

Rr,
(21)

where Rr ∈ CNRF
r ×NRF

r is an arbitrary full rank matrix.

The design of RF combiner can be extended from that of

the RF precoder, where the weight E[y[k]yH [k]] should be

considered according to MMSE criterion. The RF combiner

design is provided in Algorithm 2. When consider quan-

Algorithm 2 Weighted PCA-based RF Combiner Design.

Input: Optimal combiners {Wopt[k]}Kk=1, covariance matri-

ces of the received signals {E[y[k]yH [k]]1/2}Kk=1, the

number of RF chains NRF
r , and the number of antennas

Nr.

Output: RF combiner WRF.

1: Ww[k] = E[y[k]yH [k]]1/2Wopt[k], for k = 1, · · · ,K
2: W =

[
Ww[1] Ww[2] · · · Ww[K]

]

3: Apply SVD to W, i.e., W = UWΣWVH
W , where UW

corresponds to the principal components

4: [WRF]i,j =
1√
Nr

ej∠([UW ]i,j)

tization of phase shifters, the entries of ∠([WRF]i,j) are

substituted by the phase in Q bits quantization phase set Q
with minimum Euclidean distance.

Furthermore, the design of baseband combiners

{WBB[k]}Kk=1 are different from the design of baseband

precoders {FBB[k]}Kk=1, since the power constraint is

removed for the receive hybrid combiner. Specifically,

{FBB[k]}Kk=1 is designed according to water-filling algorithm

given FRF, while {WBB[k]}Kk=1 is designed by using

weighted least squares (LS) according to fully-digital

MMSE combiners {Wopt[k]}Kk=1 and frequency-flat RF

combiner WRF. The detailed design of {WBB[k]}Kk=1 can

be summarized in Algorithm 3.

V. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we will investigate the SE and BER

performance for the hybrid precoder/combiner design for

the backhaul/fronthaul channel. For the backhaul/fronthaul

channel model, we adopt Dirac delta function as the pulse

shaping filter and a cyclic prefix with the length of D = 64.

The number of subcarriers is K = 512. We consider that the

path delay is uniformly distributed in [0, DTs] (Ts = 1/B is

the symbol period). The number of the clusters is Ncl = 8,

and azimuth/elevation AoAs and AoDs follow the uniform

distribution U [−π/2, π/2] with angle spread of 7.5◦. Within

Algorithm 3 Baseband Combiner Design.

Input: Optimal combiners {Wopt[k]}Kk=1, RF combiner

WRF, RF precoder FRF, baseband precoders

{FBB[k]}Kk=1, channel matrices {H[k]}Kk=1, and

expectation of the received signal {E[y[k]yH [k]]}Kk=1.

Output: Baseband combiners {WBB[k]}Kk=1.

1: for k = 1 : K do

2: A = (WH
RFE[y[k]y

H [k]]WRF)
−1

3: WBB[k] = AWH
RFE[y[k]y

H [k]]Wopt[k]

4: Λeq = diag{WH
BB[k]W

H
RFH[k]FRFFBB[k]}−1

5: WBB[k] = WBB[k]Λeq

6: end for

each cluster, there are Nray = 10 rays. As for the antennas,

we consider both the transmitter and receiver adopt 8 × 8
UPA, and the distance between each adjacent antennas is half

wavelength. Moreover, we consider the number of RF chains

at transmitter and receiver are NRF
t = NRF

r = 4 and the data

stream is Ns = 3 unless otherwise stated.

Throughout this part, following baselines will be considered

for performance benchmarks: Optimal fully-digital scheme

considers the fully-digital MIMO system, where the SVD-

based precoder/combiner is adopted as the performance upper

bound. Simultaneous OMP (SOMP) scheme is an extension

version of the narrow-band OMP-based spatially sparse pre-

coding in [13]. In broadband, SOMP-based hybrid precoding

scheme can simultaneously design the RF precoder/combiner

for all subcarriers. Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) code-

book scheme designs the RF precoder/combiner from the

DFT codebook instead of steering vectors codebook in SOMP

scheme [20].
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Fig. 2. SE performance comparison of different hybrid precoding schemes,
where both transmitter and receiver employ 8× 8 UPA, NRF

t
= N

RF
r

= 4,
and K = 512.

In Fig. 2, we evaluate SE performance of the proposed

PCA-based hybrid precoding scheme, SOMP-based hybrid

precoding scheme, and DFT codebook-based hybrid precod-

ing scheme, where both hybrid precoder and combiner are

jointly investigated, and Q = ∞ and Q = 3 are considered, re-

spectively. In Fig. 2, the proposed PCA-based hybrid precod-



ing scheme outperforms the SOMP-based hybrid precoding

scheme and DFT codebook-based hybrid precoding scheme.

The DFT codebook-based hybrid precoding scheme works

poorly due to the quantization loss of the DFT codebook

with limited size. Finally, it can also be observed from Fig.

2 that the influence of quantization of phase shifters can be

negligible for our scheme.
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Fig. 3. BER performance comparison of different hybrid precoding schemes,
where both transmitter and receiver employ 8× 8 UPA, NRF

t
= N

RF
r

= 4,
and K = 128.

In Fig. 3, we evaluate the BER performance of the proposed

PCA-based hybrid precoding scheme, SOMP-based hybrid

precoding scheme, and DFT codebook-based hybrid precod-

ing scheme, where both hybrid precoder and combiner are

jointly investigated, 16 QAM is adopted for transmission,

and Q = ∞ and Q = 3 are considered, respectively. For

simplicity, only K = 128 subcarriers are considered in the

system. As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed PCA-based hybrid

precoding scheme outperforms the conventional SOMP-based

and DFT codebook-based hybrid precoding schemes in BER

performance. Meanwhile, the SOMP-based hybrid precoding

scheme has the worst BER performance, especially at high

SNR. When BER= 10−2 is considered, we can observe that

the proposed scheme outperforms the DFT-codebook-based

hybrid precoding scheme and the SOMP-based hybrid precod-

ing scheme by approximately 2 dB and 11 dB, respectively.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has proposed a PCA-based hybrid precoder

and combiner for wideband mmWave FD-MIMO back-

haul/fronthaul channels. To design the precoder, we use the

PCA algorithm to extract the principal components from the

optimal fully-digital precoders of all subcarriers and choose

its phase angles as the angles of RF precoder. Moreover, the

RF combiner at the receiver can be built by implementing the

weighted PCA, and baseband combiner can be designed by

using the weighted LS. Simulations further verify both the

better SE and BER performance of the proposed scheme than

conventional schemes. The scheme proposed in this paper can

also be used in cellular communications. However, smaller

receive antenna array and multiple users are often considered

in cellular communications, which will be investigated in

future work.
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